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None of the shell high explosives possess all the 
desirable qualities. Those now in use have little more 
than half the shattering power of blasting gelatine. 
All are products derived from the distillation of coal. 

In spite of its great m eri ts, picric acid has now 
been largely replact-d as a shell-filling by trinitro
toluene and amatol. 

Given that the picric acid is pure and proper pre
cautions have been taken, it is quite safe and the 
most powerful shell-filling in use. It is also un
affected by high atmospheric temperatures, unlike 
T.N.T., and is specially suitable for tropical climates. 

Trinitrotoluene (C.H,(NO,),CH,).- Usually called 
T.N .T., this substance, at present the most important 
of the shell high explosives, is known in the Service 
as trotyl. When heated to about 300° C., T.N.T. 
ignites and burns with a hot, but very smoky, flame . . 
When a mass is involved, the heat given out 
will invariably raise the temperature to the detonating
point. It is fully detonated by fulminate, except when 
in the form of cast slabs untamped, when the addition 
of a little lead azide to the fulminate is necessary. 
Fulminate detonators are used in bombs, torpedoes, 
and grenades. T.N.T. can also be detonated by less 
sensitive substances, such as picric powder and tetryl, 
and these are used in shells. The velocity of detona
tion in its densest form is about 7000 metres per 
second. The power is less than that of picric acid, 
about in the proportion of gr : roo. Owing to the 
inferior velocity of detonation, the shattering effect 
(brisance) is propo·rtionately still less, about 87 : roo. 

When an amatol shell detonates there is only a 
little grey smoke, and no definite indication as to 
whether detonation has been complete or not. For 
observation purposes a packet of smoke producer is 
put in. The power is a little greater than that of pure 
T.N.T., but the velocity of detonation much less-4ooo 
to 4500 metres per second, so that the local shattering 
effect is much less. For some purposes this is even 
an advantage. 

Amato! is the most used of all the shell high explo
sives at present. 

Tetranitromethylaniline (C,H,(NO,),NCH.,NO,).-
This substance is known in the trade as tetryl, and 
in the Service as C.E. (composition exploding). It is 
readily detonated by a very small charge of fulminate, 
such as that used in shell detonator caps, is very 
powerful, and has a velocity of detonation of more 
than {ooo metres per second. It is an excellent 
initiator of detonation in other less sensitive explosives. 
J n powder, pellets, and cylinders it is used in the 
gaines or detonat01·s for T.N.T. and amatol shells, 
with which it is verv effective. 

Detonation of High-explosive Shells .-The problem 
of the detonation of a high-explosive shell is difficult. 
The slwll is subjected to an enormous shock in the 
act of firing, the detonating must be in inti
mate contact with the filling, and if fulminate were 
used there would be a risk of this being de
tonated by the shock. The problem seems to have 
been solved by the introduction of the gaine method. 

The Gaine.-The gaine is a metal tube screwed to 
the fuse, which enters a cavitv in the filling and 
makes good contact with it. This is very necessary. 
It contains a chain of substances, about four, of 
decreasing order of sensitiveness, starting from the 
fuse, and increasing order of violence of explosion. 
Use is mad<> of the fact that a substance in powder 
is more eusilv detonated than when in compressed 
pellets, and pellets than a cast, dense solid. The 
actu<tl substances varv with the shell and nature of 
the fillin!!. but alwavs start with gunpowder, which 
is very certa in in uction. Thus we may suppose the 
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chain to consist of (1) gunpowder, (2) tetryl powder, 
(3) tetryl pellets, and (4) T.N.T. . 

The action is started by a fulmmate cap In the 
fuse, which fires the gunpowder. This yartially ex
plodes and partially detonates No. 2, wh1ch 
No. 3, which in turn detonates No. 4, and th1s 
detonates the main filling. With fuse and gaine in 
good condition there are very few failures now. 

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL 
INTELLIGENCE. 

ABERDEEN.-Lord Cowdrav has been elected Rector 
of the University in succession to Mr. Churchill, who 
has roccupied the position for the last four years. 

\Icrcers' Company h;;.s given rzsl. towards the 
mainten<tnce fund of the Cancer Investigation Depart
ment of the Middlesex Hospital. 

THE sum of roool. has been given to the City of 
London School bv Prof. Carlton Lambert for the 
foundation of a science scholarship. 

A RESEARCH fellowship of the annual value of rsol. 
has been found ed at Guy's Hospital in memory of 
the late Lieut. R. W. Poulton Palmer and his sister, 
the late Mrs. E. H. A. Walker, the object of which 
will be the invt>s.tigation of obscure diseases in man. 

THE London County Council has arranged a series 
of addresses to London teachers on various aspects 
of the problem of national reconstruction after the 
war. The first two addresses will be :-November 22, 
"The British Commonwealth," bv C. Grant Robert
son; and Decembt>r II, "Hours of Labour," bv Lord 
Levcrhulme. Sir Cyril Cobb, chairman of the ·Educa
tion Committee of ·the Council, will preside at these 
lectures. Other lectures in connection with reconstruc
tion \vii! be givt>n on the following subjects :
Economic R ecoverv, Housing, A2:riculture and Rural 
Life, \Vomen's Einulovment, Adult Education, Food 
Supplv, Intt>rnational Relations, India, and National 
Health. The lectures are arranged for London 
teachers, but other persons can be admitted if accom
modation is available. Applications for tickets should 
he made to the Education Officet·, L.C.C., Education 
Offices, Victori a Embankment, \V.C.z, marked H. 4.5· 
:\ stamuPd adrlrrsst>d envelope should be enclosed. 

ONE of the m ain matters to which Sir J . .T. Thom
son's committee on the position of natural science 
in the educational svstem of Great Britain gave atten
tion was the provision of courses intended to stimulate 
interest in natural facts and phenomena and their 
human· aspects. The appearances and movements of 
the heavenly bodies are particularlv suitable for ob
servations and instruction of this kind, yet few pupils 
leave school with anv knowledge of them, and most 
people go through life without an intelligent under

of the simulest facts of astronomv. Sir 
Frank ·Dvson, the Astronomer Roval, in an ·address 
to the British Astronomical Association on October 30, 
urged that the claims of astronomv should be borne 
in mind in any schemes for the broadening of science 
teaching in schools. A certain amount of valuable 
work in this direction is done alreadv in connection 
with the practical ·and the British 
Association Report on Science Teaching in Secondary 
Schools contains, in one of the svllabuses. much useful 

to such observations: Sir Frank Dyson 
rightly lays stress upon the educational value of work 
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with terrestria l and celestial globes, the latter in a 
simplified form and showing the position of the sun 
in the ecliptic on, say, the first day of each month. 
He suggests also that an orrery should be used to 
make clear the transference from the geocentric to 
the heliocentric point of view, and that a 4-in. tele
scope should be provided wherever possible to observe. 
sun-spots, the lunar surface, Jupiter's satellites, and 
the phases of Venus. Such observations, together 
with simple lessons on the applications of spectro
scopy to elucidate the composition of the sun, stars, 
nebulre, etc., illustrated by some of the excellent astro
nomical photo_g-raphs now a vailable, should do much 
to remove the reproach that nothing is done in schools 
to encourage pupils to lift their eyes to the heavens 
and learn something of thP universe around them. 

Trm endowment fund now being raised for the estab
lishment of a University College in Swansea has 
been augmented by donations of zs,oool. from ..\lr. 
F. Cory Yeo and w,oool. from 1\1r. W, T. Farr, 
retiring directors of the Graigola Merthyr Co., Ltd., 
soool. of the former donation to be devoted to scholar
ships "in the first place for Graigola boys, and, if any 
after, for open competition." The University College 
scheme originated in a movement to secure for the 
Swansea Technical Coll ege recognition in the faculties 
of science and technology as a constituent college of 
the University of \Vales . The governors and staff 
were of opinion that for a full development of the 
higher work of the college University recognition and 
association were essential. To this end the govern0rs 
approached the recent Royal Commission on Univer
sity Education in \Vales, asking for a direct recom
mendation that the college should find a place in at 
least the above-mentioned faculties in the reorganised 
University. A proof that the application was backed 
by the community was the establishment in the course 
of a few weeks before the end of rgr6 of an endow
ment fund exceeding 6s,oool., in addition to which the 
Swansea Town Council undertook to provide all neces
sal-y land and buildings . The Royal Commission 
reported very favouratly, but laid down that the new 
University College must make provisicn for work in 
the faculty of arts. To assist in fulfilling this condition, 
the Swansea Council has agreed, subject to the con
sent of the Board of Education, to bring in its 
Training College for T eachers as part of the scheme. 
This will enable full provision to be made in the 
faculty of arts , science, and technology, but neces
sitated an appC'ni for a much larger endowment fund, 
a minimum of 1 :;o,oool. being the present aim. 
Messrs. Cory Yeo's and W. T. Farr's donations are 
the first-fruits of this appeal, and brings the gifts or 
promises well above Ioo,ooo!. The college has also 
received noti ce of a bequest of the residue of the estate 
of the late Mr. T. P. ·sims, assayer, of Swansea, the 
bequest being subject to a life-interest. The valu E' 
of the residue is estimated at more than ro,oool., and 
the income is to be devoted to scholarships in chemis
try, meta llurf!v, and modern languages. 

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES. 
LONDON. 

:Royal Society, November 7.-Sir J. J. Thomson, 
president, in the chair.-Prof. G. E. Hale: The nature 
of sun-spots.-E. 0. lle.rcus and T. H. Laby : The 
thermal conduct:vitv of air.-T. K . Chinmayanandam: 
Haidinger's rings iii mica. 

Aristotelian Society, November 4.-Dr. G. E. Moore, 
president, in 'the chair.-Dr. G. E. Moore: Some 
judgments of perception. The question of the real 
nature of material things is approached bv asking 
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what we are judging when we make such judgme':ts 
as "This is a coin. Two things seem to be certam, 

(r) that we are always making some assertion 
about an immediately given object-an wh!ch 
has sometimes been described as "the sensa tion whtch 
mediates our perception of the coin in and 
which will be called the sense-datum whtch 1s the 
subject of our judgment- and (2) that what we are 
asserting about the sense-datum is not, in general, 
that it is itself a coin. Vv'hat is doubtful is whether 
we may not be jud¢ing that the sense-datum is itself 
a part of the surface of a coin, in. a sense in which 
this can only be so if it is identical with "this part 
of the surface of this coin." This is only possible if, 
when we seem to perceive that a sense-datum. is of a 
certain size, shape, etc., we really only perceive that 
it seems to be so, in a sense in which it may seem 
to be so without being either judged or perceived to 
be so. Failing this, eithe1· (1) there must be some 
relation such that we are judging "The thing to which 
this sense-datum has this relation is part of the sur
face of a coin," and it seems doubtful whether there 
is anv such relation, or (z) we must take some view 
of the type of l\1 ill's. 

CAMBRIDGE. 

Philosophical Society, October 28.-Prof. Marr, presi
dent in the chair.-Prof. L. J. :Rogers and 

: Proof of certain identities in combinatory 
a nalysis.- S. Some p_roperties of P, (n), 
the number of partitwns of n.-M1ss D. :l"l· Wnnch : 
The exponentiation of well-ordere_d E. 
Jolliffe : Certain trigonometrical senes wh1ch have a 
necessary and sufficient for con
vergence.-H. vV. Some geometncal !nter
pretations of the concomitants of two quadncs.
H. B. C. Darling: Mr. Ramanujan's congruence pro
perties of p (n):-B. Salmi :. The correct P?Si
tion of D<1cryd1um btd-u•tl.lu, Hook. f. . 1 Sf·CCIC'S, 

and by inference probably a lso f!· h1rkt! and _D· 
biforme, hitherto regarded as formmg an mtcresl1!'g 
transition to the genus Podocarpus, are really spectes 
of the latter gen us. At least in D. the epi
matium is not entirely free from the mtegument, nor 
the integument from· the nucellus. The integumet;t, 
moreover, contains two vascular strands 111 

the same position as in Podocarpus ferrngmeu s, !)ut 
not quite r eaching the level of the equator .. I!' vtew 
of the drv epimatium and other features , tt IS pro
posed provisional!:· to ylacc all these 
species of Dacryd1 um m a ne_w and dtst.mct sectwn 
of the genus Podocarpus, allied to sectiOn Stachy-
carpus. 

PARI3. 

Academy of Sciences, October 2 r.--1\1. Leon Guignard 
in the chair. - E. l'icard and A. Lacroix: The Inter
Allied Conference of Scientific Academies in London. 
- H. Sebert: Nolie'? on JVI, l.Vlarcel Deprez.-C. R.ichet, 
P. Brodin, and Fr. Saint-Girons:. Temporary _and 
definite survivai after serious blecdtng. In prevwus 
papers it has been oroved that in the case of dogs, 
after grave loss of blood, inj ection into the veins of 
suitable fluids would prolong life, but after three or 
four hours the improvement in the condition of .the 
animal disappears and death. t;nsues. The survn;al 
is onlv temporarv. Sumrnr.nsmg the results com
municated in this anc1 previoJc, papers, the authors 
conclude that the onlv efficacious treatment aft<·r heavy 
loss of blood anoears to be transfusion.-P. Appell: 
Addition to the 'riote on an ord inary differential equa
tion connected with certain systems of linear and 
bomoaeneous partial diffcre.ntial equations.-H. 
Douville : The geologv of the neighbourhood 

and the Pic de Gez.--P. Termier a nd \\. 
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